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Analysis of the use of information sources by family physicians is important for both practical and theoretical reasons. First, analysis of the ways in which family physicians handle information may point to opportunities for improvement. Second, such efforts may lead to improvements in the methodology of literature research in general. This article reports on a survey of the literature on information use by family physicians. Eleven relevant research publications could be found. The data showed that family physicians used colleagues most often as information sources, followed by journals and books. This outcome corresponded with results in other professions. Several factors influenced the use of information sources by family physicians, including the physical, functional, and intellectual accessibility of the source; the physician’s age; participation by the physician in research or education; the social context of the physician; practice characteristics; and the stage of the information-gathering process. The publications studied suggested ways to improve information gathering in the areas of computerization, education, library organization, and journal articles.

INTRODUCTION

Analysis of the use of information sources by family physicians is important for both practical and theoretical reasons. First, family medicine is a young academic discipline with a growing scientific output. Due to the interdisciplinary nature of this field, effective use of information sources can be a complex challenge, particularly because bibliographic education is not yet common. Analysis of family physicians’ use of information sources could point to opportunities for improvement, including more effective service by librarians and information specialists.

* This study was supported in part through a grant from the Jan Kornelis de Cock Foundation, Groningen, the Netherlands, project number 93-16.
Second, analysis of the use of information sources by family physicians could help enhance the methodology for literature research in general. Objectivity, precision, reliability, and validity are essential criteria of research methodology. These criteria are, however, not yet accepted as fundamental aspects of literature research [1]. It is important to develop this methodological rigor for literature research in general and to make such methods concrete in a specific field such as family medicine. If the published results of literature research do not include the description of and justification for the process used, the research cannot be repeated and verified. Hence, the methodological reliability and validity of the research can be called into question [2].

Library and information sciences supply information search models; a methodology for literature research could be based upon these models. However, these models do not reflect fully the working habits of scientists. Analysis of the information-gathering habits of family physicians could help fill gaps and shortcomings in these models and thus contribute to development of a sound methodological basis for the literature research process.

For these reasons, the authors undertook a literature survey to determine what sources and methods for information gathering are used by family doctors and what factors influence this process.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

The literature search was carried out using numerous information sources (Appendix A) spanning the years 1975 to 1992, and an extensive list of keywords (Appendix B). Publications were selected according to the following criteria:
- they had to describe original research findings;
- they had to describe how family physicians gather information in general;
- they had to describe and compare the frequency of use of information sources;
- they had to be books, dissertations, or articles from journals indexed in one of three large bibliographies (Index Medicus, Excerpta Medica or Library Literature) or on the journal list of the Medical Division of the Dutch Academy of Science;
- they had to be in English or Dutch; and
- they had to have been published in the period 1975–1992.

RESULTS

Eleven publications were found that addressed information seeking by family physicians (Table 1, documents A–K). All but three publications (E, H, J) describe American studies. The motivations for information seeking in the studies were patient care decision making (A, B, C, D, F, J) and continuing medical education (K). No publications were found on information gathering for research. Four studies did not describe the motivation for the literature search.

Physician sample and research methods

In most studies, the physician sample was selected from specialized groups, such as physicians affiliated with a specific hospital or university (A, D, G, I), members of professional medical associations (K), workers in a medical center, or members of a society for medical information science (J). In four other studies, the investigators selected subjects at random from the population of family physicians in a specific geographical area (C, E, F, H). Dee (B) selected interview candidates through personal networks.

The sample sizes ranged from 12 (B) to 425 (H). The responses varied from 45% to 100%. Two studies investigated nonrespondents (F, H). The habits of these physicians did not significantly differ from those of respondents.

Methods used in the eleven studies included written questionnaires (A, D, E, F, G, H, I, J), telephone interviews (F, K), face-to-face interviews (B), observations (B, C), diary sheets (E), the critical incident technique (J), and patient chart reviews (B).

Information sources

All studies but one (E) showed that family physicians used information sources in the following order of frequency: colleagues, books and journals, libraries, and printed or online bibliographies. Means (F) considered textbooks and journals as one (printed) source. When books and journals were combined, they were the most frequently used source. However, most studies divided these printed sources into two categories, making colleagues the most important source of information. In Heal's survey (E), books and journals from personal libraries preceded colleagues.

Physician characteristics related to information-seeking behavior

Younger physicians used libraries (E, I, K) and printed sources (F) more frequently than did older physicians. Ely and Means (C, F) could not relate age or professional experience to the use of information sources. Family physicians who engaged in research or educational activities used journals, conferences, libraries (I), and online databases (I, K) more than did physicians who handled only patient care. Stichele (H) found that oral and informal communication was an important information channel.

Physicians in practices in which disciplines other than family medicine also were represented used in-
formations sources less than did single-specialty practices (A). Whereas physicians in solo practices used journals the most (F), physicians in health centers usually consulted colleagues (C). In rural areas, conferences were an important information source, as were sales representatives from the pharmaceutical industry (I). In contrast to urban family physicians, rural physicians performed very few online searches (I). An office library, if available, was an important information source (D, E).

Nature of information needed and accessibility

Physicians needed various kinds of information: general medical information (J); information on drugs (C, K); information on therapy (B, E, F, J); and information on diagnosis (J). Means (F) stated that the stage of the information-gathering process influenced the choice of the information source. In calling attention to new information, printed material was the most important source; in the analysis stage, personal contacts were most important; and in the decision stage, refresher courses were the most important information source.

Cost factors, such as time and energy needed to search for information, were more important than quality of the information source (A, J). The most frequently used sources were those with good physical, functional, and intellectual accessibility (A, B, D, E, F, K); those that were clinically relevant (A, F); and those that were familiar to physicians (A, B, E, F, H). Connolly (A) defined physical accessibility as “availability” (how close the resource is to the site of clinical practice), functional accessibility as “searchability” (how easy it is to find the knowledge needed in the source at hand), and intellectual accessibility as “understandability” (how easy it is to read and understand the information).

Physicians faced a number of problems when seeking information: irrelevant information (F, K), inappropriate descriptors (K), incorrect and incomplete indexing of books and journals (B, D, F), inadequate organization of journals in the medical practice (B, D), and a large time investment (B, E, F, J, K).

Suggestions for improvement

All authors but one (C) recommended ways to improve information retrieval for family physicians. These recommendations can be divided into four categories:

Computerization. There were recommendations for improved online retrieval systems, full-text databases, hypertext systems, and expert systems (A, B, D, F, G, J, K). Two studies warned against massive databases with much irrelevant material (D, K).

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Eleven documents published in 1975 to 1992, focusing on the use of information sources by family physicians</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Education. There is a need for effective instruction in the use of information sources through programs such as the medical documentation and bibliography course for family physicians in Belgium [3] as well as in medical curricula and continuing medical education (A, G, H, K).

Libraries. Library facilities should be made more accessible to family physicians than they are now (B, E, I).

Journal articles. Journal articles should be tailored more than they are now to the family physician’s daily work (A), and article structure should be improved (K).

DISCUSSION

Family physicians used colleagues most frequently, followed by books and journals, as information sources for patient care and continuing medical education. Family physicians involved in research or education relied more on formal information sources, such as printed and electronic sources, than did their colleagues focusing only on patient care. Obviously, there are differences in the qualitative and quantitative information needs of medical researchers and medical practitioners. Research requires more use of formal
(printed or computer) information than of informal sources, such as colleagues. Clinical work requires precisely the opposite [4-6].

Studies of other professions confirmed the results of the literature survey. Physicists [7], engineers [8], social scientists [9], research and development professionals [10], and scientists [11] also rely on individuals and journals more than other information sources. In contrast to family physicians, internists prefer journals to colleagues. Gruppen (D) explained this discrepancy as the result of differences in the nature of the two professions, and their training, working conditions, and tools.

Family physicians rarely used online bibliographic databases (B, E, F, G, H, I). However, for physicians in rural areas, online connections were important [12].

In addition to familiarity with information sources, physical and functional accessibility are clearly important factors in the process of information gathering. Family physicians placed more importance on accessibility than on factors related to the quality such as reliability and completeness of an information source. This finding also was reported by studies of other professionals, such as physicians and medical students [13], engineers [14], and industrial personnel [15]. A possible explanation could be that quality is not immediately apparent whereas cost factors have a more direct impact [16]. Improving the quality of a source, in contrast to improving its accessibility, will not always result in increased use (A).

A number of suggestions were made for improving the organization and supply of information through initiatives involving computers, education, library use, and journal articles. The suggestions were rather technical, without much analysis of why the computer was used so little. Research could help identify possibilities for stimulating use of the computer.

Although family physicians used other individuals as their primary source of information, none of the studies reviewed offered suggestions with regard to stimulating adequate personal contacts. In this regard, the literature of family medicine is comparable to that of other sciences.

The existence of an office library increased the availability and use of information (A, D). Improving the clinical applicability and structure of medical articles was recommended as a way of making information more accessible. However, the present authors feel that improving the indexes of books and journals probably would have more impact than would structural changes on the user. This proposition is strengthened by research showing that, even when they are available, books and journals with inadequate indexes hardly ever are used [17].

To increase familiarity with information resources, education is necessary. In workshops for continuing medical education courses, it is important to provide advice on use of not only formal sources, such as journals, but also informal sources, such as colleagues.

CONCLUSIONS

When constructing an explicit methodology for information gathering by family physicians, it should be noted that these physicians use colleagues frequently, and that accessibility is an important factor influencing the use of information sources.

In addition to instruction in use of traditional, formal sources such as journals, family doctors must be taught to exploit personal information sources, which evidently are the most popular. Attending conferences can enlarge personal networks, for example. Librarians and information specialists can help improve communication among family physicians. They could create new document files, such as international directories of family practitioners, which could include up-to-date names, addresses, and research fields of family physicians. Librarians also could provide analyses of citations of leading research studies related to family medicine.

Library and bibliographic instruction would enlarge physicians’ familiarity with information sources, and familiarity would enhance perceptions of an information source as being accessible [18]. A specific bibliographic database for family medicine, including “grey” and national literature, would improve the physical accessibility of the family medicine knowledge base. Functional accessibility could be improved with appropriate descriptors in printed or computerized bibliographies of family medicine and extended indexes in books and journals with, for example, cross-references to synonyms and related terms. Professional organizations and libraries should advise family physicians on organizing their professional libraries and on development of computer and manual filing systems.

Clearly structured journal articles and abstracts improve intellectual accessibility. Abbreviations should be minimized, because they decrease the readability of the text.

In summary, this literature survey uncovered many ways to improve traditional library science models to provide methodologically sound research tools, for family doctors as well as others.
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APPENDIX A

Information sources used for the literature search

- Medical literature guides [1-5], which contain medical literature sources
- Indexes of journals: the volumes 1990-1992 of Annals of Internal Medicine, the Bulletin of the Medical Library Association, and Huisarts & Wetenschap (Family Physician & Science)
- Dutch University Catalogues
- Online bibliographic databases from 1975 to 1992: MEDLINE, EMBASE, CATLINE, DHSS, Health Periodicals Database, Science Citation Index, and LISA; the bibliographic book databases: LC MARC-Books, British Books in Print, Books in Print, and Dissertation Abstracts Online
- Institutes and conferences: Netherlands Institute for Primary Health Care in Utrecht, the Netherlands; Information and Documentation Centre for Social Science in Amsterdam, the Netherlands; the Royal College of General Practitioners in London, Great Britain; and a Boerhaave course, "Future Trends in Biomedical Documentary Information"
- Citation analysis: with the citing document at hand, tracing literature references by means of referred publications
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APPENDIX B

Keywords used for the literature search*

Information descriptors:

- bibliography
- information
- information gathering
- information need
- information seeking
- information source
- information service
- information storage and retrieval
- information system
- knowledge

* Plurals forms were used also.
library
literature
literature research
literature search
medical bibliography
medical information
medical literature
methodology
research
research design
resource
retrieval system
source

Family physician descriptors:
family doctor
family medicine
family physician
family practice
family practitioner
general physician
general practice
general practitioner
health care
physician
practitioner
primary health care